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General Comment

To Whom It May Concern,

My name is Allen Myers, I am a film maker and producer out of San Francisco. I help run an artist
collective here called Merchants of Reality, and am the founder and director of The Earth Day
Film Festival. I am extremely concerned about the possibility of renewing the Diablo Canyon
Nuclear power plants license to continue operation. It has become clear to me that the risk far out
ways the benefit. The power plant, as I'm sure you are aware, sits on an active fault line. If an earth
quake where to happen or tsunami, as we saw in Japan, we could face a nuclear disaster that would
destroy our coastline, kill people, wreck local economies, couple that with the fact the we have
enough energy with out nuclear power to meet California's energy demands, more then %40
surplus with out it! Why risk it, I ask? Please let us create healthy energy, put our talent and
resources to renewable energy such as solar and wind. Nuclear is far too risky, please don't renew
this license.
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